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Abstract – This paper presents the new algorithm of 

incremental automatic machine learning of the opening moves in 
chess. As the framework for this purposes, a new format of 
opening transposition database in defined. The essential 
algorithms of transposition database and conversion to the 
middle-code are also presented. All of this theoretical results and 
novelties are successfully implemented and verified in authors' 
chess application Axon and Achilles. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

    In the course of working with transposition base openings, 
the main problems that arise are insetting with the opening 
base to the main program [1],[2] . The use of standard base 
openings, or bases that are generated by other programs, can 
lead to instability at the game in the opening up and losing of 
important paces in the game [3], [4]. This effect is known 
from earlier even, in the initial versions opening bases, when 
grandmaster parties were used to build a base [5] . Programs 
played the stored opening moves, but at the moment of 
leaving the base, they wandered in the game plan, because 
they did not know the basic ideas and principles from 
particular opening systems. Not understanding the purpose of 
the particular moves in the opening,if often happened that 
there had been unnecessory maneuvering  of cerfain figures, 
or multiple playing with moves in the same opening, which 
according to the principles of the game of chess is considered 
wrong. Simply put, in the situation of the lack of knowledge 
of the general principles of opening line, the program was 
trying to optimize the position of its figures according to its 
evaluation function. By using methods of incremental learning 
(temporal learning), it is possible to conceive of several 
methods of automatic learning of various parameters of a 
chess games, including the openings [6],[7],[8],[9],[10]. 
    This paper has following structure. After Introduction, we 
will define Opening Tablebases and present basic algorithm. 
In the next section we will show the original application and 
procedure for incremental machine learning. 

II. OPENING TABLEBASES - DEFINITION 

    Exploring this field, the author has come to significant 
results in the definition,application and implementation of a 
special type of base opening, which are directly coupled and 
involved in the program system Axon [11],[16],[17],[22]. The 
first step was to define an efficient base model with he 
possibility of the fast access to individual items in the opening 
table [12],[13]. The author has designed a new type of base 
opening named OpenX , which in addition to the basic 
position of the table contains an index and a main table that 
significantly accelerates access to some areas of base [22]. 
 
The idea could be pointed in this way: 
 

 Having at disposal direct control over all resources of 
transposition tables, it was possible to develop a 
specific type of procedure that allow machine 
learning, thus the automatic synthesis of new 
knowledge in transposition table without the use of 
expert knowledge or human influence for setup of 
knowledge [14] . 

 
    This principle represents a significant advance because the 
construction of new knowledge in the table opening is very 
efficient, especially in varieties of machine learning from 
PGN game against other computers .  

A. The Basic Algorithm 

    However , we will explain the format of the tables showing 
the types and data structures , using the programming 
language Pascal [15],[16]: 
 
type 
      oaxmitype = record  {Base data type} 
           move:word;   {Move definition} 
          value:word;   {Move value} 
      end; 
      oaxtype = record 
           eco:string[3];      { ECO code of opening} 
           {.} 
           on_move:Boolean; {Move side} 
           manual:Boolean;     {Manuel tuning} 
           {.} 
           position:array [0..31] of byte; {Position definition}  
           omi:array [1..10] of oaxmitype;   {Moves and Weights} 
           {.} 
           version:longint;     {Type;Program version} 
           depth:byte;          {Depth} 
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           move:integer;        {Best move} 
           evaluation:integer;  {Searcher evaluation} 
           {.} 
           name:string[64]; {Variant name} 
           next:longint;        {Pointer to the next position} 
      end; 
 
The basic structure of the data that are defined and different types 
of use are: 
 
var 
      OAX,DAX:oaxtype;  {Working and support position} 
      index:longint;  {Index} 
      openbase:Boolean; {Base is active} 
 
      oaxidx:file of longint; {Index file} 
      oaxdat,maxdat,ecodat: file of oaxtype;{Main base definition} 
 
      opendir : string[32];  {Working base directory, mainly C:/axon/} 

III. BASIC PROCEDURES AND APPLICATIONS 

    The basic definition of the base contains 232516 positions 
from all varieties of opening. Positions are located in primary 
OAX.DAT file which has 354 Kb and index file capacity of 
16,384 Kb. The following figure shows the visual appearance 
of the application OpenX, which is a database server for all 
types of Axon programs which have a standard interface to 
the database OAX: 

 

 
 
Fig.1. The visual appearance of the application which is the OpenX 

server for the Axon software. 
 
    The application OpenX has all basic and a variety of 
advanced features (Fig.1.). For instance, it is possible to 
automatically and manually tune all move weights in every 
trasposited position. Also, every position could be analyzed 
with build-in chess engine Axon. This special feature enables 
that the opening base in perfectly manually tuned to the 
engine. 
    Next figure shows a portion of OpenX application that 
implements features that are related to machine learning 
(Fig.2.): 

 
 

Fig.2. The figure shows the options of machine learning. 

A. The procedure of Machine Learning from PGN 

    Scenario of machine learning can be shown in the following 
steps:  
 

 The first phase is the implementation of automatic 
playing the game using a standard graphical 
environment [18],[19]. Played games and along with 
the results are stored internally in the level GUI.  

 By using of OpenX applications games which played 
game are analyzed at the level of PGN files [20],[21]. 
To  organize approach to automatic generator, 
program first converts PGN files to middle-file that 
contains all the essential information relevant for 
automated synthesis [23],[24]. For example, if the 
input has PGN file of the following form: 

[Event "Arena tournament"]   {No=1} 
[Site "PC15"] 
[Date "2006.02.21"] 
[Round "1"] 
[White "Axon"] 
[Black "Fruit_21"] 
[Result "1-0"] 
[ECO "C42"] 
[Opening "Petrov"] 
[Time "20:32:38"] 
[Variation "Damiano Variation"] 
[TimeControl "40/600:40/600:40/600"] 
[Termination "adjudication"] 
[PlyCount "117"] 
[WhiteType "program"] 
[BlackType "program"] 
 
1.e4 e5 {(e7e5 Nb1c3 Ng8f6 Ng1f3 Nb8c6 Bf1b5 Bf8b4 d2d3 00 
Bb5xc6 d7xc6 Nf3xe5 
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Qd8d4 Ne5c4 Bb4xc3+ b2xc3 Qd4xc3+ Bc1d2) -0.15/13 33} 2.Nf3 
Nf6 {(Ng8f6 Nb1c3 Nb8c6 
Bf1c4 Bf8c5 00 00 d2d3 d7d6 Bc1g5 Bc8e6 Nc3d5) -0.16/12 15} 
3.Nxe5 Qe7 {(Qd8e7 Ne5f3 
Qe7xe4+ Bf1e2 Nb8c6 Nb1c3 Qe4b4 Nc3b5 Qb4a5 00 a7a6 Nb5d4 
Nf6e4) -0.38/12 23} 4.Nf3 
{(Ne5f3) 0.30/14 29} Qxe4+ {(Qe7xe4+ Bf1e2 Bf8e7 Nb1c3 Qe4f5 00 
00 d2d4 Nb8c6 Be2d3 
Qf5g4 h2h3 Qg4e6) -0.49/12 24} 5.Be2 {(Bf1e2) 0.40/16 1} Be7 
{(Bf8e7 d2d4 00 Nb1c3 
Qe4f5 00 Nb8c6 Be2d3 Qf5h5 Bc1f4 Nf6d5 Nc3xd5 Qh5xd5) -
0.62/12 19} 6.Nc3 {(Nb1c3) 
0.40/14 12} Qb4 {(Qe4b4 00 00 d2d4 d7d5 Nc3b5 Qb4a5 Bc1d2 
Qa5b6 Rf1e1 Nb8c6 Be2d3) 
-0.64/13 15} 6.O-O {(00) 0.40/14 15} d5 {(d7d5 d2d4 00 Nc3b5 
Qb4a5 Qd1e1 Qa5b6 Be2d3 
Nb8c6 Bc1f4 Nf6e4 Nb5xc7) -0.70/13 14} 8.d4 {(d2d4) 0.40/13 10} 
O-O {(00 Nc3b5 Qb4a5 
Bc1d2 Qa5b6 a2a4 a7a5 Bd2f4 Nb8a6 Rf1e1 Nf6e4 Nf3e5) -0.60/12 
23} 9.Re1 {(Rf1e1) 
0.40/14 15} Qb6 {(Qb4b6 Be2b5 Be7b4 Qd1d3 Bc8d7 Bb5xd7 
Nb8xd7 Bc1f4 Rf8e8 Nf3g5 Bb4xc3 
b2xc3) -0.42/11 13} 10.Ne5 {(Nf3e5) 0.40/13 15} Re8 {(Rf8e8 Be2d3 
Be7d6 Nc3b5 Bd6xe5 
Re1xe5 Re8xe5 d4xe5 Nf6g4 Qd1f3 Nb8c6 Bc1f4 Nc6xe5 Bf4xe5 
Ng4xe5 Qf3xd5 Ne5xd3 Qd5xd3) 
__________________________________________________ 
The converted file will use the following structure: 
 
E2E4     <=>    P ** E4             (e4 ,  Axon=W)     (1) 
E7E5     <=>    P ** E5             (e5 ,  Axon=W)     (2) 
G1F3     <=>    N ** F3             (Nf3 ,  Axon=W)     (3) 
G8F6     <=>    N ** F6             (Nf6 ,  Axon=W)     (4) 
F3E5     <=>    N ** E5             (Nxe5 ,  Axon=W)     (5) 
D8E7     <=>    Q ** E7             (Qe7 ,  Axon=W)     (6) 
E5F3     <=>    N ** F3             (Nf3,  Axon=W)     (7) 
E7E4     <=>    Q ** E4             (Qxe4+ ,  Axon=W)     (8) 
F1E2     <=>    B ** E2             (Be2 ,  Axon=W)     (9) 
F8E7     <=>    B ** E7             (Be7 ,  Axon=W)     (10) 
B1C3     <=>    N ** C3             (Nc3 ,  Axon=W)     (11) 
E4B4     <=>    Q ** B4             (Qb4 ,  Axon=W)     (12) 
E1G1     <=>    K E1 G1             (O-O ,  Axon=W)     (13) 
D7D5     <=>    P ** D5             (d5 ,  Axon=W)     (14) 
D2D4     <=>    P ** D4             (d4 ,  Axon=W)     (15) 
E8G8     <=>    K E8 G8             (O-O ,  Axon=W)     (16) 
F1E1     <=>    R ** E1             (Re1 ,  Axon=W)     (17) 
B4B6     <=>    Q ** B6             (Qb6 ,  Axon=W)     (18) 
F3E5     <=>    N ** E5             (Ne5 ,  Axon=W)     (19) 
F8E8     <=>    R ** E8             (Re8 ,  Axon=W)     (20) 
E2D3     <=>    B ** D3             (Bd3 ,  Axon=W)     (21) 
B8D7     <=>    N B* D7             (Nbd7 ,  Axon=W)     (22) 
C3A4     <=>    N ** A4             (Na4 ,  Axon=W)     (23) 
    Procedure that transforms PGN to this middle-code is in 
fact  the lexical analyzer of PGN files. It is the integral part of 
OpenX procedure.  

 

A. Realization of the procedure of Machine Learning 

    In the third stage, based on the compressed list that is 
displayed, the algorithm performs the setting of the trees in 
the transposition base opening [22],[25]. The moves in the 
variants that Axon does not prefer, and those who lead to the 
lost game, are become weaker. In the case that the current 
depth of the opening in the base is not sufficient, program 
performs the synthesis of new nodes. In this way, the system 
itself works automatically, using the basic knowledge of the 
game against an opponent, learns and adjusts its own base, 
adapting it to the game of opponents [22],[26]. If in the 
second iteration the position repeats, now with knowledge of 
the position of  learned database, it could played better. The 
results of ELO rating increases by 50-70 ELO points. The 
described process can be represented by the following 
diagram (Fig.3.): 

 
 

Fig.3. The principle of automatic reinforcement strength program 
using a synthetic base opening system. 

 
    Therefore, the principle of the creation is fully automated, 
synthetic opening base becomes a new useful method which 
introduces the idea of automated learning in a very useful way 
in the field of computer chess.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

    The basic method of new approach in machine learning in 
the area of synthetic opening base is presented in this paper 
[22]. We concentrated on novel idea and presented requested 
forms and methods for its realization. Apart from represented 
basic method, OPENX program contains a few more methods 
of machine learning which are less inportant. One of the 
methods of incremental of the depth of evaluation of each 
node in the base.  
    By using of incorporated program AXON I the system is 
able to automatically verify the evaluation of each node in the 
base by increasing the depth of verification for 1 in each 
phase. The system performs this process by analysing of 
transpositional base of opening. The the importance  of this as 
well as other systems of automatical learning should be 
verified  particular. The principle of synthetic base of opening 
was tested and very successfully applied in practical and 
tournament practice. 
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